
 

 

3/81 Magdala Place, Middleton, Christchurch 

Phone (03) 335-0381 Fax (03) 335-0391 

Large enough to be capable... small enough to be flexible 

First Label is a privately owned, Christchurch based company, and we specialise in printing self-adhesive 

labels for businesses in Canterbury and throughout the South Island. 

If your product needs labelling then First Label has the pressure-

sensitive label solution for you.  

We competitively service the short to medium run length (2,000-

30,000) colour and blank label market. Longer multiple variety run 

lengths are also well within our capability.    

Our press room is complemented by comprehensive  

pre-press facilities including innovative graphic designers and in-house 

plate-making. This experience and technology enables First Label to 

offer an unbeatably fast and flexible label service.  

 

A major focus at First Label is the manufacture of labels for the food and beverage industry, providing 

producers with innovative, yet practical solutions. We understand that your company brand is your most 

valued asset, so we’re serious about defending and enhancing its integrity. 

Food and beverage labels are not our singular focus, our business philosophy is simple: we 

exist to provide your company with the right label; at the right time; at the right price. 

First time, every time.  If you need a label supplier who knows the meaning of service, 

with a commitment to on-time delivery, then First Label is the company for you. We 

consider ourselves to be an integral part of your supply chain, and we take pride in being 

associated in such a prominent way with your products. 



 

First Label produce labels to meet the following requirements:  

+ Permanent for Food and Beverage                                            

+ Glass bottles, Plastic containers   

+ Chiller/Freezer                                                       

+ Thermal Print (Bar Code, despatch labels) 

+ Appeal/donation “gratitude” labels   

+ Repositionable  

+ Specialist (security, electrical, tamper-evident seals, blank and/or continuous address labels)  

There’s more to the right label than meets the eye. Labels 

communicate on numerous levels; through words, graphics, 

colours, shapes, materials, textures and more.  

From concept to completion, we have the understanding, 

the ability, expertise and experience to make sure your 

labeling adds appeal to your product - and value to your 

brand.  

Product labels aren’t the type of reading material that you 

can nestle up with, but they’re also not the kind of material 

you can ignore or just skim through before filing away.  

Some labels are intended to be disposed of as soon as the product is sold, while other labels are designed 

not only to communicate marketing/product information, but also to serve as an integral part of the 

packaging, helping to physically seal the product, extend its shelf-life, or communicate vital information.   

Label designers have to be creative, artistic and possess an understanding of the product or business they 

are designing labels for. They must be aware of the basic elements of design and use that knowledge to 

convey a particular message. This includes things such as texture, colour, and lines. Every design has some, 

if not all of these elements in them. Good label designers are the experts in this area. 

The Silent Salesperson  

Improving product quality is often not enough to increase sales of your 

merchandise. Having an attractive label design is a vital, but regularly 

overlooked component of success.  

In a world full of brands and continual visual stimulation, visual seduction is a 

decisive factor when choosing a product or service.  

This is why creative label designs are key elements when promoting a product, and trying to attract 

consumers to choose that product. Long after your sales staff have sold your merchandise to the 

distributor or retailer the label is your Silent Salesperson, influencing customers buying decisions. 



From our place to yours... 

First Label is a quality conscious company; 2
nd

 best is not good enough!  

Terms such as “commercially acceptable” or “she’ll be right” are 

banned. If we are not satisfied with the finished product, we know that 

you will not be either. We closely monitor all processes and procedures 

and regularly review our Standard Manufacturing Practices, and Q.M.S.  

We are committed to quality and service: we are acutely aware that 

for most of our customers, the value of the labels that we produce 

greatly exceeds the “cost price” of those labels.  We exist to enhance 

your satisfaction as a customer by ensuring that all of your 

requirements are identified, met and seamlessly integrated into our production processes.      

A word about supplied artwork:  

We operate in an Apple Macintosh environment and because of the system requirements we are unable to 

accept some file formats. 

We are unable to process files in the following formats.   

Microsoft Publisher, Microsoft Word, and similar word processing packages (native files for quoting 

purposes are acceptable)  

Note: PDF files are acceptable for quoting purposes or viewing a document, however we do require the file 

in the programme the document was created in for printing purposes. 

Design Industry Programmes that First Label use. 

• Adobe Illustrator CS3 - this is our preferred format 

• Freehand (to version MX) 

• Indesign CS3 

• Photoshop (CS3) TIFF / BMP / JPEG / EPS linked files (Note: Colour images must be CMYK – RGB and 

LAB colours will need to be converted). 

• LineArt/Bitmap at 1200 dpi; Colour/Greyscale 300 dpi (Note: In some cases files may be requested 

at higher resolution or in vector format to obtain the best quality result) 

• Corel Draw (Note: export file to Adobe Illustrator (ai. format) with all text in paths/curves. Supply 

any attached files separately.)  

Accepted Media 

• email: sales@firstlabel.co.nz 

• CD Rom/DVD/Pen Drive or similar flash media.      

  

          

 



 

Date____/____/20_____                                                      Fax (03) 335-0391 

         Estimate  

o      Order         New           Repeat No Change           Repeat With Changes             Despatch Date_____/____/20_____           

Customer______________________________________     Delivery Address________________________________ 

Postal_________________________________________                                    ________________________________   

Ph No.____________________ Fax__________________                                   ________________________________  

Contact___________________________________Email__________________________ (MOB)_________________             

Quantity_______________________________ Description_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________Order No.________________________ 

Art Supplied.              C.D.            PDF via email           Finished Film 

Size: (Rectangle/Square/Circle/Oval/Special)   Width___________ X Length_____________ (firm/approx/preferred)   

 

Ink:            Plain             4 Colour Process             Special            Spot     Application:           Manual            Auto   

 

pms_________     pms_________  pms_________      pms_________     pms_________  pms_________         

Material---Label use & conditions___________________________________________________________________ 

         Paper (gloss/matt)           Radiant (colour) ___________             Direct Therm             Thermal Trans.           

         Paper Foil (gold/silver)             Laminate              Vinyl (PVC clear/white)              Other_______________________                      

                                                            

                                                                                        Roll Presentation 

                                                                                                     

                          

Adhesive             Perm               Rem             Freezer            Re-pos             Ultra- Hitac            Other__________________          

Finishing              Die Cut          Butt Cut           Embossed            Perfed.  Labels per Roll________ O/D Max______ mm 

Presentation. Core Size           25mm          38mm           40mm           44mm          76mm            Dispenser Packs 

Special Instructions______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ Sample attached  
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